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where Y n( = - dIn 0 n/d In V) is a parameter which is analogous to the Griineisen 
parameter, Yo' The Gruneisen parameter is defined as follows: 

Yo == -dlnOn/dln V = Va/Oup, (4) 

where OJ) is the Debye temperature, a the volume expansion eoefficient, P the com
pressibility, Ov the atomic heat at constant volume, and V the atomie volume. 

On the not unreasonable assumption that Yll = Yo it is possible to estimate values 
of dInK/dIn V from high temperature measurements alone and it is interesting to 
compare the values so deduced with thoso cu,lculated theoretically. Lawson (1956) 
has made sueh a comparison with tho predictions of several different theoretical 
models of a metal and in his notation we have 

~lnJ( = 1+2~lnO +2 dlnm* 
dlnV dlnV dlnV' 

(G) 

where 0 is a coupling energy (dim'J'Ollt, ill t.he eli (Torent; mo(kIH) of tho same order as 
tho li'ermi onergy, and m* is tlte ofr,'el.i\"(' IlHlHH o[ Lho con<illcLion eleetrons. The last 
term in equation (5), i.e. the vnria1.ion oCtlto em'cLivo mlts~ with volume, has boen 
calculated for the alkali metals by Brooks (Il)S3) (see also Ham 1955), and it turns 
out to be negligible for sodium ami J)oLas:-;iulll but quite large for lithium for which 
dInm*/dln V is -0,8. Apart from tho last term in equation (5), dInK/dIn V has 
been variously calculated for frcc electrons as - 1 (Seitz 1940), - t (Peterson & 
Nordheim 1937), both for the' deformable ion' model, and - 1 (Lenssen & Michels 
1935) for the 'rigid ion' model. Using the 'tight binding' approximation, Lenssen 
& Michels obtained a value of + 1. 

The free-electron approximation is expectcd to hold rather well for sodium 
and potassium, much less well for lithium and copper (cf. Cohen & Heine 1958). 
It is therefore surprising to see from table 1:3 thn.t the experimental values of 
dInK/dIn V for sodium and potassium (about + 2) are quite different from the 
predieted values of -lor -!. On the othcr h l1lHl, the agreement is betterfor lithium 
and copper, although certainly in coppcr and probably in lithium the Fermi surface 
is considerably distorted from the free electron sphere. It is thus evident that the 
present theory of the change of resistivity with volume is inadequate (at least for 
high temperatures), since it fails for those metals (sodium and potassium) for which 
it should be most successful. 

This inadequacy in the theory of the volume dependence of electrical resistivity 
raises the question as to whether the assumption that Yn = Yo is a sound one. Re
turning to equation (2), we see that, since both dInK/dIn V and dIn OR/dIn V are 
assumed to be independent of temperature, then olnPi/o ln V should be linearly 
related to OInPi/Oln T. One purpose of these e)..-periments was to find out whether 
this relation is valid. If it holds, it might then be possible to deduce separately the 
values of dInK/dIn V and dIn 0n/d In V and so test directly whether On changes 
with volume in the same way as 0 D' In short, if equation (2) is valid, we may hope 
to find out how much of the pressUl'e coefficient ofrcsistivity derives from changes 
in the lattice properties of the metal and how much from changes in the properties 
of the conduction electrons. 


